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35 Put a red coffee table in the Dutchess County Library of Connie Newberry, New York, House, A Sofa Covered in Holland & Sherry Moleskin Mixes on the walls. Woodwork is painted a deep, saturated color, Farrow & Ball's Hague Blue, and the ceiling is tense with a Michael S. Upholstered in a Blue Schumacher silk velvet very close to the walls
color, U-shaped sofa It is where your two teenage children watch movies. 29 Add Energy With Orange The Conventional Combination, but so elegant blue and orange adds interest to the study of a Georgian renaissance house. 30 GO Sexy-Sedate Chloe Warner used animal patterns across a california home, including Stark Antelope carpet in a reading
nook to create continuity. "I wanted to have a library before this nozzle becomes extinct," says Kedigian, "but the shell had to feel contemptuous and fun." SOLUTION? 38 Layer on the Blues "Because the library is small, lent a rich jewelry box treatment," the designer Jeanette Whitson says her house in Nashville. 44 Hide strange corners Bookstores
cleverly masking strange angles in the library of a Manhattan apartment designed by Alexander Doherty. And is strategically located right next to the Reading Recanto of the window. A comfortable chair, lamp and a side table for a mug officially designed it as a reading point. Take note of this designed by Tamsin Johnson. 40 GO FOR THE GOLD The
Library in the Apartment of Designer Garrow Kedigian in Manhattan launches fresh light over the classics he collects, both literary and decorative. 20 When in doubt, go red "Notice" What a deep red room, "says Designer Mary McDonald, from the sumptuous library of a house in Beverly Hills. 31 Create a Uniform Designer The brown walls of Todd
Klein's high brightness play up grid pattern of the shelves, derived from a design by architect Hugh Newell Jacobsen. 39 To live the good life Not all libraries need to be drowned out by definition, as in this D.C., townhouse. 37 Make Room for Wine Miles Redd designed the ebonized wood and sterling bookshelf, where a colorblock painting by Leora
Armstrong hangs. 4 Choose Sculptural Shelves Display your books on sculptural etageres and shelving units instead of opting for the classic built-in look. 28 Include Midcentury Furniture Wesley Moon refreshed a dated interior by installing built-in shelves around a custom sofa. The sofa and armchairs are upholstered in a Jasper stripe for a timeless
look. The wool tartan upholstery by Holland & Sherry matches a geometric Stark carpet. 10 Have Fun This modern home library went wild with print, pattern, texture, and more. The decorative items adorning the bookshelves also create visual flow so that the built-ins feel like they're fully integrated. 34 Let Them Sink In Deep, rich color¢ÃÂÂstarting
with C2 Paint's Mulberry on the walls¢ÃÂÂcreates a warm, welcoming study in a Greenwich Village apartment. A coffee table from Gerald Bland "adds the pop of red every room needs," Newberry says. Niven adores the leather-bound books she inherited, but says, "I didn't want the room to be dark or stiff," so she introduced inviting colors to make it
a favorite retreat. 14 Find Good Reading Light Set up a cozy reading nook near your book collection and a window with good light. 2 Make It Modern From the inky stained wood to the modern side chair and clean-lined ladder, this home library designed by Fiona Lynch is a gorgeous contemporary take on traditional design. It's perfect for a home
study, where storage is of utmost importance. The window was covered with a bamboo shade to create an artful backdrop for the photograph by Augusta Wood. 15 Transform a Nook If you have a little architectural quirk like this empty nook in a space designed by Arent & Pyke, put it to use by building in some floating shelves. 26 Work Around a
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Rof Metsys Gnivlehs Raludom Rof TPO Sevlehs Raludom Latni 9 paper. 43 Including color everywhere in this historical house of season XVIII, designer Jeffrey Bilhuber revived rooms with bright colors, including green library chão. 23 Span Two levels in this formal loft by the Maltsev design, the book shelves extend all high ceilings that cover two
levels, further accentuating their height. 16 Multi-proposed Make this NYC dining room features wall shelves to the wall so that the space can be used as a formal entertainment area as well as a study. The 1970s Â ¢ mbar tulip table with chairs greater, found in 1stbs, is the favorite family place for the night of the game. 7 Bring them to bed in this
room designed by Tamsin Johnson, the elaborate and grumpy shelf contrasts with the modern bed and pink and white color scheme pale pallet. You can find more information about this and similar content in Piano.IO He aligned in his study with Books of the Ceiling and then hung a portrait of his friend Nan Kempner by Peter Rogers. 36 Shooting the
rich walls on a blue-pavon lacquered by fine Europe paints give depth and wealth at the library of a Chicago villa drawn by Steven Gambrel. The built-in cubbies framing the door and under the stairs create visual impact and keep the space wearing space. 1 Hang Artwork "The room does not receive much light, so I decided to make it cozy and turn it
into an English-style picture room, which is ridiculous, but fun," says Celebrity Chef Alex Hitz. The imposing blue paired with antlope printing is a funky fun appearance. The eames chair is covered by a baked wool in the navy. 42 Place the molding in the molding designed by Albert Hadley, this New York Apartment office features a personalized bank
with corner arms, which is upholstered in tiger silk velvet in oro by Lee Jofa. By Jeff Lincoln and Hillary Thomas, presents lacquered walls, a silver ceiling and táxiles is technical. Silkscreen Printing is by Andy Andy The leather sofa and King George club chair were designed by Gambrel and made by Dune. When they're alone, the owners of this
Manhattan apartment dine at this carved flip-top game table from Agostino Antiques. 24 Throw in Velvety Texture "I wanted it to feel like being wrapped in a warm blanket," says Melissa Rufty of this Southern library. 32 Be Bold With its lush dose of ultramarine, a custom Lee Industries sectional sofa covered in Fabricut's Renaissance velvet adds
vibrancy to a traditional library in a Charlotte, North Carolina, house decorated by Lindsey Coral Harper. 45 Add a Beachy Splash Designed by Gene Meyer and Frank de Biasi, this library features seahorses throughout the room, including the vintage plaster lamps with rattan shades. The pink on the walls, decorated with seashells, is a custom mix
that is fitting for this Miami home. 41 Make Every Corner Special By painting the paneled walls and cabinets of the library in a Charlotte, North Carolina house, a deep blue, designer Lindsey Coral Harper gave a sliver of a room impact. 11 Blend In In this contemporary California sitting room designed by Corinne Mathern, the library collection
complements the neutral, earth-toned color scheme throughout the space. 6 Choose On-Theme Wallpaper The book-print wallpaper sets the cozy scene in this reading nook designed by Martyn Lawrence Bullard. 12 Use All Available Wall Space No space goes unused in this eye-catching study. And though there are only two levels, the mirrored ceiling
gives the illusion of a never-ending tower of books. 8 Tulip Table Bailey McCarthy gave a Texas home's ungainly addition a new feel by replacing plain walls with white-oak millwork. 17 Use Lacquer Cameron Ruppert Interiors transformed this dining room and its shelves into a jewel box, thanks to the vibrant, reflective blue lacquer. Early-20thcentury French lamps overhang the vintage Eames chair in its original leather. If anything in The world deserves to be on a beautiful pedestal, it's your books. Skin fabrics like velvet and fake skin complement walls in Benjamin Moore's mink. 19 Bring to the ceiling Similarly, if you don't have enough space to store all your books, but have super high
ceilings, use that vertical space! Here Crosby's estates separated from the blue monochrome in pÃ³ with a white cube lining the tippy-top of the wall. 25 build lacquered shelves in a New York home, custom chairs flank a sofÃ í in a Claremont Mohair, its vibrant tonality playing lacquered books in a color customized by fine paints from Europe. 13
Mirror The ceilings Mirroring your ceiling will make a small library at home feel bigger while adding a modern touch. 22 Build around peculiar architects in this room designed by Cameron Ruppert Interiors, the shelves are built to accommodate peculiar architects, bringing the shape of the sloping ceiling. The space includes hidden doors leading to a
full bathroom and the arm. Smith's Indian block fabric, Jasper. 5 Experience an individual vibe give you an individual performance with the globes sprinkled in the mix and then continue the retro-inspired feeling (more save some money), repurposing old bottles as a decoration. Rufty also ©m designed the coffee table and had made custom with fake
horn effect. 18 Shop under the seat Customize seats with open storage for books in a small study, ³ room or even an entrance entrance. path.
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